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• If different time trends, effect over or under stated

• Identifying assumption- No differential pre-trends
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treated
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DID- Robustness and Extension

• With many years data before the intervention, possible to
check for pre-trends to make estimation more credible

• Common support required - check for significant overlap
in distributions of T and C

• Placebo test- No effect should be discerned if treatment
is randomly considered to occur in any year prior to
actual date

• Balance across treatment and control- selection model to
show determinants of treatment not time varying
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• Observable characteristics in T and C can be different
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• The control and treated observations are very similar
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• Scoring barely above the cutoff matter of chance

• Unobservable characteristics like ability very similar but
one group gets treatment and other does not

• Selection process completely known and can be modeled

• Regression function between assignment and outcome
variable determined
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RDD- Implementation

• Probability of treatment should be discontinuous at the
cutoff- T sample on one side

• Those offered T should take it up and control groups
should not be able to get treated

• Sharp versus fuzzy design require different approaches

• The pr of T changes from 0 to 1 at the cutoff in sharp
design

• If the pr does not change very sharply or the over rides
are high, use assignment as IV for treatment
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• Parametric , semi-parametric or non parametric methods
can be used for estimation

• Mis-specified functional form can be a problem

• Discontinuity in regression functions at the cutoff is the
treatment effect

• Functional forms can generate spurious effects or biased
effects

• Non linear functional forms estimated as linear regression
functions is an example
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RDD- Functional Form

• Visual inspection of the data - normalize the AV by
subtracting the cutoff from the observation score

• Over fitting the model allowing for interaction terms as
well

• Will reduce power and need a lot of data around he cutoff

• Sensitivity analysis to different functional forms
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• Other potential outcomes should be continuous to avoid
alternative confounding interpretations

• Test for continuity of several available control variables
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